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It is currently admitted that, in two dimensions, the standard model of Ising spin glasses based on a symmetrical distribution of random interaction J, p(-J) = p(J), does not exhibit any spin glass phase but only paramagnetism at T ~ 0 K. By varying the concentration x of negative interactions (from x = 0.5 to x = 0), a phase diagram (x, T) is explored and the previous attempts [1] concluded to the existence of a transition from paramagnetism to ferromagnetism at low concentration x and nothing else. Using a new algorithm for generating exact ground states we have found a new phase nested near the ferromagnetism region that we have called « random antiphase state » (RAS). Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyslet:019820043010034700 Jij = + J. The construction of ground states for a given sample and interactions is a complicated problem which cannot be solved by a Monte Carlo method [2] . It turns out that the relaxation process traps the system into low energy metastable states of very long lifetime [3] . Only special procedures such as the matching method (by hand [4] or computational [5] ) or exact calculation [6] The starting point is the exact correspondence between the frustration model and the Chinese postman's problem [7, 8] , which is defined in the following way : a postman delivers mail along a set (graph G) of streets (edges) connecting cross-roads (nodes). What is the minimum round from the post office ? For even nodes only the solution is simply given by a Eulerian path but when odd nodes are present the postman walk is constrainted by repeated crossings between odd nodes.
Let us now recall the basic rules [9] [6] , this algorithm has only 0(N 2) complexity [12] where N denotes the total number of spins. All the details of the numerical experimentation are reported in reference [10] . Let us just recall a few indications : the size is ranging from 10 x 10 up to 20 x 20, the concentration x between 0 and 0.5 and the number of samples : 248. Twp types of defects have been found from the analysis of the morphology of these ground states. The fracture lines or contours of zero energy running from one side to another which proliferate at x &#x3E; 0.15. These defects, which have been conjectured previously [5, 14] figure 2 . The linear variation of Tc(x) for small x corresponds to the first term of the linear expansion [18] by assuming that the nature of the phases is unchanged by varying x (same class of universality). The agreement for the low value of x is remarkable. At x = 0.1 an abrupt decrease of the line separation at very small value of the reduced temperature ~ 0.04. In the range of fixed points of RAS type are found as it is represented in the inset of the figure. It must be noticed that this pocket is located at very low temperature (less than 0.04) while the numerical saturation of the hyperbolic tangent (t = ± 1 for T 0.04 for a double numerical precision) assimilates the very low temperature T = 0.02 at T = 0.
In order to explore the generality of the previous phase diagram the same [It is remarkable that the critical value for the occurrence of ferromagnetism at low temperature near x = 0.1 (see Fig. 2 ) corresponds to the value folJ- This result confirms the expansion [18] in x from the'high temperature [19] Fig. 2 ). It can be shown [20] [22] where the modulated phases need the introduction of new field variables where the dimensionality of the spins as well as the universality class are changed.
